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        Congregation Hears and Responds to Emily Nyce’s “Kin-dom” Service 

                                         

Emily Nyce is a pastoral candidate at Union Presbyterian Seminary and gave a series of three sermons 
this summer while Pastor Ryan Ahlgrim was on sabbatical. At the end of her sermon on “Kin-dom,” she 
asked members to send her responses.  
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Several responses were received from the spiritual practice offered at the end of the sermon. 
For those who were unable to be with us that Sunday, we considered the Parable of the Sower 
(Matthew 13:1-9) while also considering trees' root systems and mycelium connecting them in a 
constant caring community. We also reflected on the responsive nature of the human brain and body 
through mirror neurons and attachment theory ... Long story short: We are made for each other. This 
world we live in flourishes through collaboration and dependence. Our "self" is far beyond our own 
skin, like a plant that grows in soil where roots are intertwined. 

That same day Jesus went out of the house and sat beside the sea. Such great crowds gathered 
around him that he got into a boat and sat there, while the whole crowd stood on the beach. And he 
told them many things in parables, saying: “Listen! A sower went out to sow. And, as he sowed, some 
seeds fell on the path, and the birds came and ate them up. Other seeds fell on rocky ground, where 
they did not have much soil, and they sprang up quickly, since they had no depth of soil. But when the 
sun rose, they were scorched; and since they had no root, they withered away. Other seeds fell among 
thorns, and the thorns grew up and choked them. Other seeds fell on good soil and brought forth grain, 
some a hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty. Let anyone with ears listen! 

So, as a way to continue sharing in God's Kin-dom together, we responded to the following 
prompt: "I have _______ (to offer), yet I need _______ (from someone/something else)."  This is a 
simple way of articulating our gifts while also acknowledging our needs, all the while knowing that 
sharing these in community will create systems of growth. Here are the responses from our 
congregation to consider in your prayers (I hope I didn't miss any! My apologies if so). 

● I have a great network of support 

● I need balance and healthy food habits 

● I have photography and video skills; ability to create videos; ability to tell stories; teacher of 
cartooning and computers; woodworking; vehicle mechanics 

● I need freedom from fear and frustration, especially at work 

● I have hospitality 

● I need friendship, community 

● I have plumbing skills 

● I need a challenge 

● I have music - love to share worship with flute 

● I need prayer - to help me study, learn and teach in my new job 

Thank you, again, for the grace and support you have offered along the way. May you know the 
Holy Spirit around you, within you, and between us all! The kin-dom of heaven is near. In Christ, Emily 
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                 Excerpts from Pastor Ryan Ahlgrim’s June Report 

The pastor will be on a sabbatical and vacation June 11 to July 29 and August 7-13. He will visit 
Italy, various churches and do research. He will give a report on what he did on September 5. For 
sermons in his absence, Emily Nyce will preach June 17, 24, and July 1; Bill Nieporte on July 8 and 
August 12; Diane Mosby on July 15; Sheryl Johnson on July 22; and Clyde Kratz on July 29.  The Fall 
Retreat is September 21-23 at Williamsburg Christian Retreat Center. David Brubaker, from the EMU 
Reconciliation and Peacebuilding Institute will speak on “Being a Christian Community in an 
Increasingly Polarized World.” Peace and Justice Camp will be from August 6-10. There will be a Spring 
Gathering in 2019 on Peace & Justice and a Friday Night Shabbot Meal at Temple Beth-El. There will be 
a National Night Out at FMC on August 7; a Blood Drive on August 14; and Caritas from October 20-27. 

Break Point: Save the Persecuted Christians by Eric Metaxas & Stan Guthrie (reprinted with 
permission from their 6/1/2018 article at www.breakpoint.org). Submitted by Bob Eshleman 

You’ve been asked to save the whales, the elephants, and the redwoods, but how about 
the persecuted Christians? 

Americans can be passionate about saving endangered species—and that’s great. But I’m 
hoping a new campaign will spark a passion for saving persecuted Christians around the world. 

But first, I want to remind you of a campaign from half a century ago, one that’s more relevant 
than ever. In 1963, a synagogue in Ohio launched the Cleveland Campaign for Soviet Jewry to call 
attention to and generate support for Jews in the Soviet Union who were being repressed and 
incarcerated in the Gulag. Synagogues across America called attention to their plight using prominently 
displayed signage to engage members, neighbors, journalists, business leaders and politicians. 
Eventually, mass demonstrations in the United States and overseas followed. In 1973, President Nixon 
dispatched Chuck Colson to pressure the Soviets on Jewish emigration. Next came bracelets bearing 
the names of Jews seeking to emigrate, such as Nathan Sharansky. President Ronald Reagan kept one 
of those bracelets on his desk. And then, as the public got engaged, came legislative pressure, and 
economic and political pressure. Political prisoners started being released. And then the unthinkable 
happened—the Soviet Union collapsed into history’s dustbin. No, the signs and bracelets didn’t by 
themselves cause the fall of the Soviet empire, but it’s fair to say they were an indispensable first step. 
As one observer quipped, “a few people with signs led to the destruction of an empire.” 

So folks, let’s do it again—this time on behalf of an even larger group—persecuted Christians. 
According to the new Save the Persecuted Christians Coalition, some 215 million Christians worldwide 
face heavy persecution—including rape, imprisonment, forced marriages, physical violence, even 
death. That’s one in 12. According to Open Doors, every month 255 Christians are killed; 104 abducted; 
180 Christian women are raped, sexually assaulted, or forced into marriage; 160 Christians detained or 
imprisoned without trial; and 66 churches are attacked. 

So what can we do to help? Open Doors USA suggests that we pray daily, engage by writing 
letters and advocate for the persecuted, volunteer with trusted ministries that help the persecuted, 
and give to organizations that provide Bibles, food, and other forms of help. But I want to focus on one 
thing we can do today: it’s the Save the Persecuted Christians campaign. 
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The Arabic letter pronounced “nun” stands for “Nazarene,” a derogatory reference to Christians 
in large swaths of the Middle East. The Islamic State used this Arabic character to designate homes of 
followers of Christ targeted for persecution. Today, however, the letter nun is a prominent part of the 
Save the Persecuted Christians campaign, displayed on banners at churches and other houses of 
worship to spread the word about oppression around the globe. 

To get one of these banners for your church, encourage your church’s leaders to 
visit SaveThePersecutedChristians.org and join those who’ve already ordered their free kits and 
banners, which can be displayed in front of their houses of worship, much like the campaign for Soviet 
Jewry displayed its banners. You’ll also find a color poster for your church that explains the banner. 
Your pastor will receive a folder stuffed full of information on this vital new movement. Please come to 
BreakPoint.org and I’ll link you to it. 

The growing Save the Persecuted Christians coalition wants to create a movement akin to the 
one that sparked assistance to Soviet Jews—one that brings about policy changes, holds the 
persecutors accountable, and increases the costs for their crimes against humanity. Ultimately, they 
want to launch a movement that, by God’s grace, will be instrumental in ending the unconscionable 
daily abuse of our brothers and sisters around the world. 

So please get your church involved. And the next time someone asks you to “save” something, 
invite them to help Save the Persecuted Christians. 

Baby Katherine Suders dedication April 22, 2018, by Christine Suders 

 

Church. It’s where I met my childhood and teenage and young adult mentors and best friends. 
It's where I met my bridesmaids.  It’s where I met this guy I married. By dedicating Katherine Olivia 
today and promising to raise her in the faith and with her faith family, it’s our prayer that she will find 
the same love, guidance, and relationships that we did. Not that she has to marry any of y’all’s kids. It 
is our prayer that the church will be her safe place. Her beacon. Her second home. Her place to serve 
others. A place to use her voice, to listen and to learn, to fellowship. Thank you all for loving our 
daughter so much already. She has already met some of the kindest, godliest, most loving people in the 
world under this roof. We look forward to her having a lifetime of fellowship with each of you. 
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     Leena Eshleman (Granddaughter of Bob & Rosalie Eshleman) and Jonathan Hart were married on 5/26/18 

 

    Dereck Basinger (upper right) Graduated from Washington University in St. Louis in May by Dereck  

 

   I graduated on May 18th with my MA in Classics from Washington University in St. Louis. I had 
decided as an undergraduate that I wasn't finished learning about Ancient Greece and Rome, and I was 
lucky enough to receive an offer from Washington University that allowed me to continue my studies 
under scholarship and stipend. Over the course of my two year degree, I concentrated on ancient 
drama, mostly Greek and Roman tragedy, with extra emphasis placed on investigating the music that 
we know accompanied such performances. While this degree didn't culminate in a formal thesis, I was 
able to present some of my research at a conference hosted at CUNY in New York City this past April. 
That paper was titled "Fatal Anapests: the Music of Seneca's Phaedra," and I used that tragedy as a 
case study to show how ancient playwrights used music to reinforce key themes and underscore 
character development. I am attaching a fun photo of my fellow Classics graduates and me in the 
upper right in our regalia.  
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Shavonne Hicks graduated from high school – May 2018. Submitted by Nicole Hicks 

Shavonne Lee Hicks graduated from Clover Hill High School on June 6 with a 3.8 GPA, and was 
accepted to all four colleges that she applied for. Deciding which to attend was difficult. She ultimately 
decided to attend Virginia Commonwealth University. She will major in Computer Engineering with a 
minor in Business. She has dreams of one day working for the FBI Cyber-Security Unit. 

                                                     

Miriam Ferguson Graduated with a Master’s Degree in Nursing 

 

It's been a four-year journey. I started in August 2014 at Eastern Mennonite University. I walked for graduation 
on May 6 and will officially receive a Master of Sciences Degree in Nursing (MSN) in Leadership and 
Management. My Capstone Leadership project is "Moral Distress in Critical Care Nurses.” My current plans are 
to stay at the bedside for now (pay back tuition reimbursement). I will continue to look for an open door, and I 
will be presenting my project in October at the Bon Secours Virginia Research Symposium in Newport News. 

Zach Ferguson -- Earned an Associate Degree in Business from Sgt. Reynolds Community College. He works at 
Advance Auto.  Submitted by Miriam Ferguson 
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Zoe Alice Beth Ford (daughter of Hannah Ford) was born on 7/4/18. See Valerie Wermuth to help with meals. 

 

                             Dawn Addison (center left) dances at Richmond Ballet School 

                                

        On May 30, Dawn Addison brought her entire family out to observe her in a Richmond Ballet (RBS) 
School Rehearsal Performance. Dawn has been practicing ballet, tap, and modern dance since she was 
a youngster in Philadelphia. She has been taking lessons once or twice per-week at the RBS. The 
instructor highlighted routines the students go through in a typical class, leading the 25 adult students 
through a rigorous hour of ballet barre forms and movements. Afterwards, she answered questions 
from friends and family members. Dawn said that dancing helps her to be spiritually centered and 
more able handle the demands of life, including supporting her family and her work.                        

                                                     Calling to Teach by Christine Suders 

I never, ever, wanted to be a teacher. It’s hard to imagine that this profession that has been 
part of my identity for so long wasn’t even a blip on my radar until I was a sophomore in college.  
At age 7, my heart was set on being a veterinarian, until I checked out a book from the library and 
realized it was a lot more than just snuggling cats all day.  So I decided I would become a lawyer. 
 

My first two years of college were spent at Southwestern Assemblies of God University in 
Waxahachie, Texas. I devoured every piece of knowledge I learned in my criminal justice classes. I 
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wrote case briefs, learned how to conduct a felony traffic stop (complete with learning how to cuff 
someone correctly), and took copious notes about the unreliability of eyewitness testimonies. I was 
thriving. During my sophomore year of college, a number of personal issues cropped up, and I decided 
to transfer to Eastern Mennonite University to finish my degree. As you might imagine, EMU doesn’t 
have a criminal justice program. They do have a “Peacebuilding and Development” major, but very few 
of my credits transferred into that program, and I became discouraged. I still wanted to go to law 
school. I didn’t really feel that my calling was to pursue a career in peacebuilding. It was during this 
tumultuous time that God used one of my own professors at SAGU to plant a seed.  
 

My speech professor, Dr. Danny Alexander, was known across campus for his fluffy gray mullet, 
Southern drawl, and high expectations for his students. I used to skip chapel (which was required at 
SAGU— you had to maintain at least an 80% chapel attendance rate, and chapel was every day) to 
practice my speeches for his class because I was so determined to be the best speaker in the class.  
 One day after I’d just delivered a moving pretend kindergarten graduation speech, complete with a 
macaroni art prop, Dr. A. pulled me aside and asked, “Christine, I’m just curious: What’s your major?” I 
told him and he replied, “Your oratory skills would certainly serve you well in a courtroom but … you 
have this uncanny ability to connect with your audience. Have you ever considered teaching?” 
 A chuckle erupted from my lips, despite my best efforts to contain it. “Thanks for your kind words, but 
no, I’ve never thought about teaching. I’m really looking forward to pursuing a career in law.”  “OK,” he 
replied. “Well, I still think you’d be an excellent teacher.”  I couldn’t shake our conversation, and as I 
was emailing with EMU’s registrar, I found myself asking questions about EMU’s education program.  
 

You can fill in the details yourself, since I just completed my seventh year of teaching English at 
Varina High School.  I emailed Dr. Alexander last year during teacher appreciation week and thanked 
him for following the Spirit’s leading by talking to me that day. I often wonder what my life would look 
like if Dr. Alexander had not pulled me aside that day.  
 

Would I have met Madeline, our school’s valedictorian, who babysits my daughter and loves 
working with exceptional education students? Would I have met Keith, whom I call my “work son” and 
who comes over to eat dinner with us at least once every couple of months?  
 

I’m not sure. I’ll never be sure. But I am sure that God used Dr. A., my time at SAGU, and my 
speech class to set me on a path I’ve never regretted: one of being a teacher.  
 

FMC Adult Summer Sunday School Series by Tina Eshleman 

During the summer, we’ve had one combined adult education class featuring speakers from 
Richmond-area organizations working to promote peace, justice and racial reconciliation in our city. 
This is intended to help our congregation learn about what work is already being done and how we 
could become involved. Here are the speakers who have visited so far:  

July 22: Duron Chavis, community engagement manager for Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden. Chavis is 
known nationally for his leadership in urban agriculture and is an advocate for community-designed 
solutions to local challenges. He is a certified Alternatives to Violence Project conflict resolution 
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trainer, the founder of the McDonough Community Garden, and has served as project coordinator for 
Renew Richmond’s community garden start-ups.  

July 15: Vilma Seymour, president of the Richmond Region LULAC Council (League of United Latin 
American Citizens), an organization that works to improve economic conditions, educational 
attainment, political influence, health, housing and civil rights of the Latino population of Richmond 
and the surrounding area.  

July 8: J. David Young, executive director of FRIENDS Association for Children, a nonprofit that serves 
nearly 1,000 children, ages six weeks to 17 years of age, providing critical literacy and developmental 
skills needed to succeed in school and in life. 

July 1: Brian Koziol, director of research for Housing Opportunities Made Equal, a nonprofit dedicated 
to ensuring equal access to housing for all Virginians. 

June 24: Leroy Jefferson of Embrace Richmond, which works to strengthen communities from the 
inside out by training and coaching resident, congregational, nonprofit and governmental leaders in 
asset-based community development. 

June 17: FMC member Thomas Addison reviewed highlights from previous classes and lead a 
discussion on some of the issues raised. 

June 10: Abigail Ballew, officer for racial healing with Truth, Racial Healing & Transformation (TRHT), a 
national and community-based process to address the historic and contemporary effects of racism and 
bring about sustainable change.  

June 3: Kim Vullo, director of Circles RVA, a new nonprofit supported by multiple congregations and 
community partners, whose mission is to build a community to end poverty. (See next article) 

Circles RVA plans to help Richmonders lift themselves out of poverty 

(Originally published in Richmond magazine) By Tina Eshleman 

Kimberly Vullo (see photo below) didn’t set out to start a nonprofit. Circles RVA came about because 
she and a group of like-minded Richmonders wanted to do something to break the cycle of poverty. 
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It started with a book. Four years ago, while she was serving as a member of the education 
committee at her church, Grace and Holy Trinity Episcopal, Vullo says, the committee decided to study 
the book “What Every Church Member Should Know About Poverty.” That led to a two-day program in 
early 2016 featuring its co-author Ruby Payne. The program was open to the community, and 300 
people attended the first evening. The next day, 100 people came, and 70 responded to an invitation 
to sign up if they wanted to do something more. Those volunteers continued to meet, forming what 
would become Richmond’s chapter of Circles USA (and one of two in Virginia; the other started in 
Ashland three years ago). The organization’s model fit what Vullo’s group was looking for: a program 
based on relationships, one that complements, rather than duplicates, existing services and one that 
had a way to measure effectiveness. At the center of the Circles concept is a “circle leader” — 
someone who applies to participate in the two-year program or is referred by a local agency, school or 
congregation and “who is motivated to work toward economic stability,” says Vullo, Circles RVA’s 
executive director. Circle leaders each are paired with two “allies,” volunteers who go through six 
weeks of training and commit to spending two to eight hours per month assisting circle leaders in 
working toward their goals — such as finding a new job or furthering their education — and making 
connections with the resources they need.  

“It’s about expanding social networks.” Vullo says, ‘This is your chance to define your future. It’s 
not about what I want, it’s about what you want for yourself, and I’m going to help you get it.’ ”  

Now, after more than two years of organizing, training and fundraising, Circles RVA is recruiting 
its first class of a dozen circle leaders, which would start in late August.  A dietitian who worked in 
business development, Vullo moved to Richmond from Scranton, Pennsylvania, where she grew up, 
about seven years ago. Richmond is very different from her hometown, she says: “Here, I go to a 
church where Monroe Park is across the street.” Observing the feeding programs and homeless 
population that gathered there, she says, “It’s hard to see that and not think, ‘Why, what can be done 
differently?’ ” 

She’s still getting used to the idea of leading a nonprofit.   

“I have no business doing what I’m doing,” she says. “I’m just a person who believes something 
can be done, and I’m willing to work hard to make sure it does get done.” 

 

BOOK REVIEW:  “How Starbucks Saved My Life” by Michael Gates Gill, Review by Jerry Ham 
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Michael Gill’s life had become a nightmare.  In his 50s, he had an affair that produced a child 
and ended his marriage.  Then he lost his six-figure job with a New York advertising agency.  Business 
contacts who he was sure would help him did not return his calls. To make a bad situation worse, he 
had been diagnosed with a benign brain tumor that might result in hearing loss without an operation 
and he no longer had health insurance. His only pleasure in life was having a latte once a day, alone, at 
Starbucks. One day as he sat moping over his coffee, he was startled by a voice coming from the next 
table. No stranger is supposed to talk to you in Manhattan! But an attractive young African-American 
woman in a Starbucks uniform at the next table, with papers spread out in front of her, had just asked, 
“Would you like a job?” 

Gates, a Yale graduate, at first assumed that she was joking because all of the employees he 
saw were young and black and he was old and white. He remembered that he had not even applied for 
the big-time job he no longer had, it had been arranged for him by contacts. He had never done any 
work with his hands. But he was also in a desperate situation. “Yes, I would like a job,” came out of his 
mouth, surprising both of them. 

Crystal, a child of poverty, then asked Gill, a child of affluence, if he would be willing to work for 
her at Starbucks and he agreed. To his surprise and the surprise of his co-workers, Gill liked creating 
the complex drinks that Starbucks specializes in. He liked chatting with his new peers and customers.  
He was happy in his work. Starbucks added a new factor to his life, besides a paycheck that was a 
pittance of his old earnings. He once again had health insurance for himself and even his children.  

This book is a pleasant read and anyone who would like to borrow my copy is welcome to it, 
but be warned, the dust jacket is a little messed up. Somebody spilled coffee on it. 

 

Excerpt from Huckleberry Finn from Murray Ellison’s website, www.Litchatte.com (8/29/2018) 

Now that it has been settled that France was the best team in the 2018 World Soccer Cup, I thought it 
might be timely to consider a discussion between Huck Finn and runaway slave, Jim, on, “Why D’oan a 
Frenchman Speak Like a Man?” Huck struggles to set Jim straight on some of the finer points of culture. 
Their dialogue about a Frenchman illustrates some of Mark Twain’s most unique and humorous writing 
achievements, depicting the difficulty that diverse characters can have when trying to communicate to 
each other about abstract concepts when they have few commonly shared understandings about the 
meaning of many language cues. Huck wants to “let the previously brought discussion about King 
Solomon’s wives slide,” but Jim (in Southern Negro dialect) still has a question about them: 

Dey ain' no kings here, is dey, Huck?" 

"No." 

"Den he cain't git no situation. What he gwyne to do?" 

"Well, I don't know... Some of them learns people how to talk French." 
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"Why, Huck, doan' de French people talk de same way we does?" 

Jim’s question is a good one. In order to answer it though, Huck would need to be a linguistic expert 
and a scholar of history, so he leaves, at first, without commentary. 

"No, Jim; you couldn't understand a word they said -- not a single word." 

"Well, now, I be ding-busted! How do dat come?" 

Jim is asking again for a deeper probing a very complex historical fact. Huck, who only has had 
exposure to Tom Sawyer’s fractured explanations and a year of grade school education, comes up with 
a bunch of words intended to cloud the question and impress Jim. He responds: 

"I don't know; but it's so. I got some of their jabber out of a book. S'pose a man was to come to you 
and say Polly-voo-franzy -- what would you think?" 

Since Jim is unfamiliar with Huck’s verbal patter and with the French language, he concludes that a 
man talking in such unfamiliar terms would be speaking to him with disrespect. He retorts that “if he 
warn’t white” he would “bust him over de head.” Huck explains that the man’s response wouldn’t be a 
threat, it would just be the Frenchman's way of asking, “Do you speak French.” From Jim’s point of 
view, he can’t understand why a Frenchman can’t speak like a man and talk in plain English. Huck tries 
several lines of logical arguing to convince Jim, but is unsuccessful because the two have different 
cultural understandings and language assumptions. Jim concludes: "Well, it's a blame ridicklous way, 
en I doan' want to hear no mo' 'bout it. Dey ain' no sense in it." 

In this dialogue, Twain does not show disrespect toward Jim or to the black race. Instead, he 
demonstrates the limited ways that Huck had, as a representative of the quasi-educated white race, to 
argue on an equal plane with Jim’s unconventional, but effective logic patterns. Huck is so threatened 
by the black man's ability to mount a counter-argument against his stock-teaching that he minimizes 
what Jim said by using a racist taunt, claiming essentially, that it’s no use to argue with him, “so, I quit.” 

I don’t advise you to quit on The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. If you want to experience 19th-
century American life on the Mississippi River there is no better guide than Mark Twain. 

Moving Forward with Peace & Justice Issues by Sandy Elliott, Peace and Justice Advocate 

Mennonites are people of peace.  “As followers of Jesus, we participate in his ministry of peace 
and justice.  He has called us to find our blessing in making peace and seeking justice.”  {Article 22, 
Confession of Faith in a Mennonite Perspective} As peacemakers, what does God call us at FMC to do, 
both as individual disciples and as a body of disciples?  In our neighborhoods, in our greater Richmond 
community, in our nation, and in the world, how do we live at peace?  And how do we work for peace 
and justice in a world where greed, violence, and discrimination seem increasingly acceptable?  It’s a 
challenging time to be a peacemaker. 
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FMC has been involved in some positive peace and justice efforts— 

Annual RVA Peace Festival, MCC school kit drive, Lamb’s Basket, Caritas, Peace Camp for K-5th grade, 
Rise Against Hunger, Refugee Resettlement, Donation of supplies to Chamberlayne Elementary.  One 
adult Sunday school class studied the history of racism, racism and criminal justice, an evangelical 
approach to advocacy, and discrimination in housing.  We sponsored a message of reconciliation from 
Daryl Davis, and we arranged a bus tour of African American history in Richmond.  Individual FMC 
members are engaged in peace and justice issues through organizations they support: Virginia 
Interfaith Center for Public Policy, Richmonders for Peace in Israel and Palestine, Coming to the Table, 
Richmonders Involved to Strengthen our Communities, Virginia Center for Restorative Justice, and 
certainly others not named here. 

So how can we pull all this together and make a strategic and intentional plan for FMC to focus 
on peace and justice for the near future? The goal—to explore ways for all of us to engage in 
nonviolent, active peacemaking, and then to decide what we are going to do. The plan might include: a 
film series, Sunday school classes, outside speakers, structured conversations with a Jewish 
congregation or mosque, sermon series, Bible study, gatherings and conversations with folks from 
Speaking Spirit, an intergenerational peace camp for all, issue of MennoNet, learning more about the 
organizations listed above and opportunities to join their activities, field trips, walking Richmond’s 
Slave Trail, exploring resources from the Mennonite Peace & Justice Network, discussions and prayers. 
What do you think?  Look forward to hearing from you. 

     The Mennonite Peace and Justice Support Network by Sandy Elliott 

Perhaps you were born for such a time as this.”  Esther 4:14. The need for reconciliation at 
home and abroad is urgent and growing.  Those of us who believe that following Jesus means working 
for peace and justice, must engage the world around us. We must walk boldly into the places of pain, 
poverty and violence with the words of peace on our lips, and the tools of peace at the ready. Jesus is 
at the center of this sacred work, and the church continues as a unique, irreplaceable vehicle for it. The 
Peace and Justice Support Network works to provide the tools and encouragement that congregations 
need to embrace their calling to seek peace.  So join in, and answer the call.  Be the Gospel.” Check it 
out at PJSN.org. You’ll find thought provoking podcasts, news from around the world, and helpful 
resources to help us learn the words of peace and the tools of peace so needed in our world.    

                          WHO WANTS TO? By Ken Wermuth, FMC Outreach Coordinator 
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In the busy everyday world we live in, we're taught to live for ourselves, to grab all the gusto we 
can. In trying to live the life of a disciple of Christ, the difference should be that we love others as much 
as ourselves. But who wants to? I mean really? Who doesn't look out for number one before they look 
out for number three or four or much less someone we don't even count? But maybe there are ways to 
cultivate a sense of empathy for those less fortunate. As Outreach chairman I've tried to support 
programs that folks at FMC can tap into to help let others know that they count. We had a clothing 
drive for Moments of Hope Ministries to help the homeless. We will have opportunities to support a 
church planting in Manchester. We donate food to Lamb's Basket. We financially support Mennonite 
agencies both locally and abroad. We continue to help support a refugee family. Neighborhood Night 
Out is Aug. 7th and we'll host a hot dog cookout for our neighbors. Many other agencies benefit from 
our church and the contributions made individually by our congregants. Tina Eshleman has organized 
quality speakers for our Sunday School hour who represent dynamic organizations in the Richmond 
area that work for justice and equality. So why do I ask “Who wants to?”  Because we have special 
opportunities available to reach out to help others. Funding is available for several projects or 
organizations that someone in our congregation might want to champion. We would prefer to use our 
funds that way rather than distribute the extra money equally among organizations that we already 
support. So far, when I've stood up and asked during sharing time, no one has come to me to say, Hey 
Ken, this is a way I think we can help support the “kin-dom” of God. So I ask again: WHO WANTS TO? 
Please let me know. 

Letter to the Editor 
  Murray, “Too bad this {commentary} can’t get in the MennoNet?”  (From Stan Nickel): 
 

We had coffee and fellowship today and I had some cheese slices left over. 
I didn't have a baggie, so I put the cheese in a plastic glove. 

It hit me that I now have a new way to classify cheese. 
Thumb Cheese. 

Index finger cheese. 
Middle finger cheese. 

Ring finger cheese. 
and 

Little finger cheese. 
The rest of it was Palm cheese. 
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The Last Word by Stan Nickel – “Some Days I Like Gouda Cheese/or 

My TV News is Different from Yours” 
 
 

I have wanted to share some of my insights on the daily news with people for a long time. 
So, I collected snippets of my TV news over a period of a few weeks. I am very hard of hearing, and I 
always use closed captioning, so I can read what is happening on TV. Many times, I don't even use 
the audio, just the closed captioning.  
 
So, here goes, closed captions first, my interpretation next and actual meaning last: 
 
The fire turns the house into a pile of Ruble - The Russians would find that very interesting and 
probably take over the area. (Rubble) 
 
Was it without her concept? -- Whatever happened there should not have happened, but I don't think 
that she failed to conceive of what was going on? (Consent) 
 
Get your pets spade - Maybe they meant “get your pet's spade,” but I don't know many pets that own 
a spade. (Spayed) 
 
House erected in flames - This would be a novel way to erect a house—with fire? (Erupted) 
 
Understood statement - That is always the best way to make a statement. One that is understood. 
(Understatement) 
 
Keep alinirolas handy - This was a tricky one. The weather was expected to be rainy. (Umbrellas) 
 
Press conference by police food -They probably eat different food from us. ( Police Feed) 
 
Introduce children to vegetables and flute - Music with dinner can be a good idea, especially with 
young children at the table. (Fruit) 
 
The Travis mission is made here - I've never heard of making a mission. Much less a travis mission. 
Having a mission, yes, but making one? (Transmission) 
 
Bouy State basketball -This is probably a marine basketball game or tournament. (Bowie State) 
 
Then the IT person said “everything is poor security” (Caption Call telephone) - That I can identify 
with. Everything seems to be poor security in the computer business. (For Security) 
 
Van Casey's at the cabinet level - We've had a lot of people in the president's cabinet, but I never 
heard of Van Casey. (Vacancies) 
 
The pope is rigid with the cardinals in the van - The pope has been having some problems with some 
of the cardinals. I can see that he might be rigid at times. (Riding with) 
 
Brought his mission universe pageant - Another mission. Should it read, Mission Universe'? To do 
what? (Miss Universe Pageant) 
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Incite in design - Lots of things can be incited by design. Good and bad, but this probably refers to 
the bad kind. (Insight in design) 
 
Have you discussed world piece with him? - World in pieces is more likely what they would discuss. 
(World Peace) 
 
Worst alert Doppler radar - I always thought Doppler radar was a pretty good alert. (First Alert) 
 
Gardeners wondering what to do with their parents - Not only do gardeners wonder what to do with 
their parents, other people may wonder as well. (Plants) 
 
Pouring over those videos - It's probably not a good idea to pour anything over videos. They could be 
physically damaged. [This is a very common problem with closed captioning, “pouring over 
documents”, etc.] (Poring) 
 
Why don't apartments have spin canners? - I've often wondered this myself. (Sprinklers) 
 
What did you take away from that sneezing? - The most likely thing one could take away from any 
sneezing is the flu or a cold. (Meeting) 
 
Response to the Aside regime - There is nothing aside about the regime in Syria. It is right there in 
the center. (Assad Regime) 
 
You can see why I have that puzzled look on my face most of the time. My news is probably very 
different from yours. And, some days I like Gouda cheese. This of course, begs the question, what 
does that have to do with the price of eggs in China? 
 
 
************************************************************************************************************************ 
 
The MennoNet is The Newsletter of First Mennonite Church of Richmond, VA. Our Pastor is Ryan 
Ahlgrim: pastor@firstmennonitechurch.org. Church’s address is 601 E. Parham Road. Submit Church 
Questions to Shelby Scattergood at: secretary@firstmennonitechurch.org. Phone: 804-264-3200. 

 Murray Ellison (bluemur@verizon.net) and Tina Eshleman (teshleman@comcast.net) are the 
MennoNet Editors. Submit articles and photos for the next issue by September 30 on Reviews, Your 
Summer Experiences and Activities, or Your Goals for the Upcoming Year. Thanks 

    *Re-cycle this Issue after reading it, by placing it in the MennoNet Box in the Foyer- For Guests to Read 

                                                                                     


